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Abstract
State-of-the-art serverless platforms use hard-coded scheduling policies that hardly accommodate
users in implementing functional or performance-related scheduling logic of their functions, e.g.,
preserving the execution of critical functions within some geographical boundaries or minimising
data-access latencies. We addressed this problem by introducing APP: a declarative language
for defining per-function scheduling policies which we also implemented as an extension of the
open-source OpenWhisk serverless platform. Here, we present a gentle introduction to APP through
an illustrative application developed over several incremental steps.
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1 Introduction

Serverless is a cloud computing model that has become increasingly popular in recent years.
In serverless, a provider manages the dynamic allocation of resources needed to satisfy
some inbound requests (such as HTTP requests, database updates, or scheduled events),
removing from the shoulders of programmers the burden of managing and scaling both the
infrastructure and runtime platforms.
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Besides easing software deployment, serverless adopts a per-usage cost model, where costs
correspond to the resources used to answer requests, which ditch the expenses of running
idle servers when no requests reach the system. Examples of serverless platforms include
AWS Lambda [9], Microsoft Azure Functions [10], and Google Cloud Functions [24].

A common trait of these platforms is that they manage the allocation of functions over
the available computing nodes, also called workers, following opinionated policies that favour
some performance principle. Indeed, effects like code locality [28] – due to latencies in loading
function code and runtimes – or session locality [28] – due to the need to authenticate and
open new sessions to interact with other services – can sensibly increase the run time of
functions. As a consequence, there exists ever-growing literature on serverless scheduling
techniques that mix one or more of these locality principles to increase the performance of
function execution [41, 37, 35, 1, 42, 50, 36, 32, 47, 44, 45, 48, 43, 16, 33, 13, 15, 30, 34, 46].
Besides performance, functions can have functional requirements that constrain the choices
of the scheduler. For example, users might want to avoid allocating their functions alongside
“untrusted” ones for security purposes [11, 51, 4, 18].

Albeit a FaaS platform can mix one or more principles to expand the profile coverage of
function execution, platform-wide policies hardly suit all kinds of performance profiles. For
this reason, in [20, 19] we started a new line of research dedicated to the introduction of a
modular approach to FaaS scheduling. The approach hinges on the definition of custom, per-
function policies through a domain-specific declarative language, called Allocation Priority
Policies (APP). Thanks to APP, users can define co-existing scheduling policies, each best
suited for its function (or sets thereof). In [20, 19], we validated our approach by extending the
open-source Apache OpenWhisk serverless platform to support APP scripts and by showing
that our extensions outperform vanilla OpenWhisk in locality-bound scenarios [20, 19].

In this paper, we present a gentle introduction to APP, by means of a tutorial. Even
though APP is a platform-independent language, to exemplify its usage, we choose to describe
it in the context of the OpenWhisk platform, which is both one of the most studied serverless
platforms in the literature [26] and actively developed among the open-source alternatives.

We start our presentation in Section 2 by discussing the OpenWhisk serverless platform
and introduce the APP language to control the scheduling of functions. To keep this tutorial
at an introductory level, we consider the first, minimal version of APP, as appeared in [20].
We illustrate the language through realistic, incremental use cases in Section 3. We assume
the reader to have basic knowledge of software programming, computer architectures and
networks, and of cloud concepts like virtual machines and containers. The interested reader
can deploy the extended OpenWhisk platform used in this tutorial by using Terraform and
Ansible scripts provided at [40].

In Section 4, we discuss both language primitives found in an extended version of APP
published in [19] and ongoing work on future extensions. We conclude in Section 5 by
discussing related work and drawing final remarks.

2 Serverless Computing and the APP Language

We start by introducing in more concrete terms FaaS and the details of serverless platforms
(relevant to function scheduling) by describing the architecture and execution model of
Apache OpenWhisk. We deem these preliminaries useful to understand the constructs found
in the APP language, presented afterwards.
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Figure 1 Diagram of the OpenWhisk Architecture with the Controller component adapted to
host APP-based custom scheduling policies.

2.1 Apache OpenWhisk
Apache OpenWhisk [38] is an open-source serverless computing platform, widely-used in
research and adopted by some cloud providers (IBM Cloud Functions [17] and Digital Ocean
Functions [21]). In the OpenWhisk programming model, developers write “actions” which
are stateless functions that run on the platform. These functions can be written in any
supported programming language (e.g., Go, Java, JavaScript, PHP, Python, Ruby, Swift).

Functions can be executed by defining rules associating a trigger (e.g., an event like
HTTP requests) with a certain function. When an event is received, OpenWhisk identifies the
appropriate function to execute based on the event type and the function’s declared trigger.
Each function is executed within a container that is created and managed by OpenWhisk.
The platform scales the number of containers up or down based on the workload, so developers
do not have to worry about provisioning or managing infrastructure.

OpenWhisk consists of five components (see Figure 1). The entry point for requests is
an Nginx reverse proxy that redirects requests to (one or more) Controllers. Controllers
are the characterising component of the architecture. They manage the overall state of the
system, including request handling, user authentication, and function deployment. Since
they are the component that chooses which worker shall execute a given function, Controllers
work also as a Load Balancers. Note that, in Figure 1, we label workers as Invoker(s), which
is the nomenclature used in the OpenWhisk project to dub workers. The message broker
used to communicate between Controllers and workers is Apache Kafka [6]. Workers are
responsible for creating Docker containers, initialising them with functions’ code, and running
the functions. A CouchDB database is used to store the state of the system, including
information about users, functions, triggers, rules, invocation requests, and invocation results.

Controllers use a hardcoded scheduling policy dubbed “co-prime scheduling”. The co-
prime logic allocates functions on workers by associating a function to a hash and a step
size. The hash finds the primary worker, called the “home” worker. The step size finds a
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list of workers used in succession when the preceding ones become unavailable, e.g., due
to overload. This routine allows OpenWhisk’s scheduler to route invocations of the same
function to the same worker(s), resulting in a high probability of cached container reuse.
This practice minimises the occurrence of “cold starts”, i.e., the increased latency in function
execution due to the overhead of fetching the code of the function to put it in execution.

2.2 The APP Language
Similarly to OpenWhisk, the other FaaS platforms adopted in the industry come with
hardcoded scheduling policies which may not always meet the specific needs of developers and
providers. For example, OpenWhisk maximises container reuse to avoid cold starts, but it
does not take into account other factors that can impact the latency and improve performance
(least of all satisfy individual functional requirements on scheduling). As an example of
performance improvement, let us have a function that accesses a database. Running that
function on a pool of machines close to the database would reduce network traffic and latency.

The motivation behind APP is to allow a FaaS platform to follow specific scheduling
policies depending on which function must be scheduled for execution. APP helps users
optimise their serverless architectures by allowing them to define customised FaaS scheduling
policies that instruct the platform on which workers are best suited to run each function. From
the architectural point of view, letting serverless platforms support APP is straightforward
and one mainly needs (as we did in our extensions [20, 19]) to modify the Controller (see
Figure 1) so that it follows the scheduling policies defined in a given APP script.

Syntax-wise, APP adopts the current trend of configuration files in popular DevOps and
Cloud tools (e.g., Kubernetes) by supporting a YAML [39]-compatible syntax, where users
define scheduling policies in a terse, declarative way. To define function-specific policies, we
assume to associate each function with a tag; then, in APP we name each policy with a tag,
so that, at runtime, the Controller can pair each function with its APP policy and follow the
latter’s scheduling logic.2

We report the syntax of APP in Figure 2, as found in [20], of which we provide a brief
overview in this section. In Section 3, we delve into more details with concrete examples.

The second assumption we make about the environment to run APP scripts is a 1-to-1
association so that each worker has a unique, identifying label. Indeed, the main, mandatory
component of any policy (identified by a policy_tag) are the workers therein, i.e., a collection
of labels that identify on which workers the scheduler can allocate the function. Specifically,
each policy has a list of one or more blocks, each including other two optional parameters
besides the worker clause: the scheduling strategy, followed to select one of the workers
of the block, and an invalidate condition, which determines when a worker cannot host a
function. When a selected worker is invalid, the scheduler tries to allocate the function on
the rest of the available workers in the block. If none of the workers of a block is available,
then the next block is tried. The last clause, followup, encompasses a whole policy and
defines what to do when no blocks of the policy managed to allocate the function. When set
to fail, the scheduling of the function fails; when set to default, the scheduling continues
by following the (special) default policy.

We close by overviewing the options for both the strategy and invalidate parameters.

2 The pairing of functions and policies is an orthogonal issue w.r.t. to APP. Indeed, one can obtain the
same result with a 1-to-1 coupling between function identifiers and policies. However, we prefer the
tag-based decoupling presented here because it is more flexible; e.g., it allows users to apply the same
policy to multiple functions, as long as they are associated with the same tag.
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policy_tag ∈ Identifiers ∪ {default} worker_label ∈ Identifiers n ∈ N

app ::= tag

tag ::= policy_tag : - block followup?

block ::= workers: [ * | - worker_label ]
(strategy: [ random | platform | best_first ])?
(invalidate: [ capacity_used : n%

| max_concurrent_invocations: n

| overload ])?

followup ::= followup: [ default | fail ]

Figure 2 The APP syntax.

The strategy parameter has 3 alternatives:
platform indicates the usage of the platform-specific scheduling logic for the workers
of the block. In practice, it delegates the scheduling decision to the platform’s default
scheduler (e.g., in OpenWhisk, it would use the original “co-prime” scheduling logic, cf.
Section 2.1). This strategy is the default, when strategy is omitted, i.e., when there is
no particular need to change the scheduler behaviour for a given function.
random allocates functions stochastically among the workers of the block, following a
uniform distribution. This strategy is useful in scenarios where balancing the distribution
of functions over workers is more important than avoiding cold starts (e.g., when the
system usually receives bursts of invocations).
best-first allocates functions on workers based on their top-down order of appearance
in the block. This strategy can decrease functions’ run time, e.g., when workers have
different performances and the user orders them by their best-to-worst performance
ranking.

The invalidate parameter allows users to define when a worker becomes invalid to
execute a given function. For instance, the hardcoded policy in OpenWhisk for worker
invalidation is that it either exhausted its memory capacity (where each function consumes
256 MB) or reached the limit of 30 concurrent function invocations.

APP supports 3 invalidate options:
overload (the standard one, when invalidate is omitted) captures the hardcoded
invalidation strategy of the platform (e.g., in OpenWhisk, it translates to the exhaustion
of the memory capacity or 30 concurrent invocations);
capacity_used, associated with a percentage value, determines the threshold of memory
capacity that declares a worker invalid;
max_concurrent_invocations, associated with an integer value, sets the upper limit of
concurrent invocations allowed on a worker.

Note that both max_concurrent_invocations and capacity_used are refinements of the
overload option, thus their effect is to reduce respectively the maximum number of concurrent
invocations or the memory capacity of the overload option.

Microservices 2020/2022
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3 APP Running Example

We show how we can use APP to control the scheduling of functions through an incremental,
running example. We start with separate functions and their scheduling policy cases of
increasing complexity and conclude by tying these functions together into a single FaaS
application and related APP script.

3.1 Step 0: A Simple, Pure Function
The lowest level of complexity for our application is a single, lightweight, pure function,
i.e., a function whose output depends only on its input, and requires no interaction with
external services; examples of this category are functions performing mathematical operations,
pre-processing of data, etc. Since we assume no interactions with external APIs or databases
nor other requirements on workers that could impact the scheduling, we can fall back to the
vanilla, hardcoded scheduling policy of the host serverless platform. When there is no need
for specific APP-based policies, the standard default policy captures the basic behaviour of
the underlying platform.

- default :
- workers : *

strategy: platform
invalidate: overload

If no function has a specific tag, they fall under the default tag policy. This tag only
has one block, which targets all workers (* match all the possible works labels) and adopts
the platform strategy and the overload invalidate condition.

3.2 Step 1: Handling Locality when Querying External Databases
For the next step in complexity, let us assume we have some functions that use an external
data source. Serverless functions indeed usually have limits on the size of their input
payloads (e.g., AWS Lambda limits the payload size to 256KB and 6MB for asynchronous
and synchronous requests respectively)3 and they normally interact with data storage services,
like databases, to retrieve (and store) the data they work on.

The addition of interaction with databases can cause latency problems due to data locality,
i.e., the latency of the function is higher if database access is slow (e.g., due to long-distance
interactions or narrow bandwidth). Scheduling a function’s execution on a poorly-performing
worker might incur latency overheads. Let us assume that the database is in Canada and that
we have three workers in the region: Canada_worker0, Canada_worker1, Canada_worker2.
Let us also assume that the query functions are tagged with the string queries. To schedule
the functions only on those workers we can use the following script.

- queries :
- workers:

- Canada_worker0
- Canada_worker1
- Canada_worker2
strategy: platform

followup: default

3 https://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/gettingstarted-limits.html.

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/gettingstarted-limits.html
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We add the queries tag to label our new locality-bound functions, and require them
to be scheduled only on workers that are located in Canada. We still keep the platform
strategy, as we are not interested in giving any additional priority to one of the workers.

Note that we set the followup to default. This captures the fact that, while this kind
of functions should be scheduled on workers that are close to the database (Canada), there
is no strict functional requirement for it. Therefore, if neither of the preferred workers is
available at the time of scheduling, it is acceptable for the function to be scheduled on some
different workers, following the default policy.

3.3 Step 2: Prioritising Workers and Customising Invalidation
Building on the previous step, let us assume that the workers in Canada are not equivalent
in terms of performance and we have a powerful worker labelled Canada_worker_Large, a
less powerful worker labelled Canada_worker_Small, and a powerful worker with limited
bandwidth labelled Canada_worker_Large_Narrow_Bandwidth.

We expect that the query function would perform the best on the Canada_worker_Large
worker since it is both powerful and has wide bandwidth. When this worker is invalid, we have
to choose between Canada_worker_Large_Narrow_Bandwidth and Canada_worker_Small.
In this example, we prioritise the latter, as the computational limitations should come into
play only when tasked with a relatively high number of invocations, while the former’s
reduced bandwidth might have a stronger effect on overall latency.

Moreover, while we want our workers to be prioritised according to their expected
performance, we want to limit the resources that our functions are going to take to avoid
scheduling too many functions in one worker, thus risking slowing down their run time. We
set a limit of 75% memory load threshold for invalidation so that we never allocate more
than 3/4 of a given worker’s capacity.

To satisfy all new requirements, we update the configuration script as follows.

- queries :
- workers:

- Canada_worker_Large
- Canada_worker_Small
- Canada_worker_Large_Narrow_Bandwidth
strategy: best_first
invalidate:

capacity_used: 75%
followup: default

Here, we list sequentially the workers in order of priority, changing the strategy to
best_first and setting the invalidate condition as discussed above.

3.3.1 Step 2.5: Invalidation Conditions and Block Lists
In the previous script, all three workers share the same invalidate condition, which can be
undesirable when the difference in computational power among the nodes is sensible. If more
fine-grained control is needed, we could define multiple blocks for the queries tag. Since
APP tries to schedule functions within a given policy block by block, in their top-to-bottom
order of appearance, we can define a scheduling logic analogous to the best_first strategy
seen in the previous section by distributing the workers in different blocks, each with their

Microservices 2020/2022
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specific invalidate options and exploiting the ordering of blocks to impose priority among
them. Specifically, we set to 8 the threshold of maximal concurrent functions running on the
Large workers, while we set it to 2 for the Small worker.

- queries :
- workers:

- Canada_worker_Large
invalidate:

max_concurrent_invocations: 8
- workers:

- Canada_worker_Small
invalidate:

max_concurrent_invocations: 2
- workers:

- Canada_worker_Large_Narrow_Bandwidth
invalidate:

max_concurrent_invocations: 8
followup: default

3.4 Step 3: Enforcing Configurations and Discarding Defaults
Let us now broaden the components of our serverless application by adding, alongside our
initial data-dependent functions, some computationally heavier functions. More precisely,
we want also to schedule functions that specifically require the presence of a GPU on the
worker, e.g., needed to execute vector-based calculations in parallel.

In the previous steps, we allowed queries functions to execute on any worker different
from the preferred ones if all the latter are invalid, thanks to the default followup option.
Here, we assume that the GPU-dependent functions cannot be scheduled on non-GPU
hardware, either because the function can not be compiled on non-GPU hardware or because
running in other nodes leads to overloading the CPUs, thus causing failures due to timeouts4.

We capture this behaviour as follows.

- GPU:
- workers:

- GPU_worker0
- GPU_worker1
strategy: platform

followup: fail

Unlike the previous examples, we now use the fail option for the followup keyword.
This tells the scheduler to terminate the invocation with an error if the required workers are
not available, without falling back to the default tag.

3.5 Step 4: Putting it all Together
Let us conclude this section of examples by tying all cases seen before into a consistent
scenario. Indeed, this is the final step in complexity for our example application, where we
combine all the features of APP seen so far.

4 Serverless frameworks usually impose a maximal run time for functions that span a few minutes, e.g.,
OpenWhisk default maximal duration is 60 seconds.
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Figure 3 Architectural diagram of our example serverless application. Note how the queries-
tagged functions fall back to select from all available workers when none of the preferred ones is
available, by using the default policy.
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Here, we assume that we are working in a hybrid cloud context, that is, we have both
a private and a public part of our deployment: namely, besides the Canada_workers and
the GPU_workers, previously presented and deployed on public cloud, we consider additional
Internal_workers deployed on-premises. Let us also assume that our private section has
access to data inaccessible from the outside that can be used only by local workers, i.e. the
additional Internal_workers, for security reasons.

The application collects data from an external database, and subsequently pre-processes
that data, using functions with the queries tag (discussed in Section 3.3.1). The output of
these functions is then used to feed the GPU functions, which infer additional information
from our data (discussed in Section 3.4). In the final step, the private database is queried
and the received information is combined to enrich the information previously inferred. As
such, we require the new functions implementing this final step to specifically target private
workers.

To recapitulate, besides presenting the new private policy, we report the other policies
seen in the previous sections, which make up the final APP script used to customise the
scheduling of the functions in our example application.

- queries :
- workers:

- Canada_worker_Large
invalidate:

max_concurrent_invocations: 8
- workers:

- Canada_worker_Small
invalidate:

max_concurrent_invocations: 2
- workers:

- Canada_worker_Large_Narrow_Bandwidth
invalidate:

max_concurrent_invocations: 8
followup: default

- GPU:
- workers:

- GPU_worker0
- GPU_worker1
strategy: platform

followup: fail
- private :

- workers:
- Internal_worker0
- Internal_worker1
- Internal_worker2
strategy: random
invalidate:

capacity_used :80%
followup: fail

- default :
- workers : *

strategy: platform
invalidate: overload
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The final architecture of the application, which we depict in Figure 3, consists of a
pipeline with three stages. In the first stage, queries-tagged functions retrieve data from a
Canadian database and perform some pre-processing over it, and then they invoke GPU-tagged
functions for machine learning tasks (second stage). In the third stage, the completed GPU
functions invoke private-tagged functions which combine the processed data with private
data accessible only to the Internal_workers (see the worker clause under the private
policy in the code above). Note that the default tag (at the end of the reported snippet)
can be used by the queries-tagged functions, but not by the GPU and private functions,
which all fail in case all their workers are invalid. When the private-tagged functions are
invoked, only the private part of the system (the one containing the Internal workers and
private database) is involved since the private tag lists only the Internal workers. In this
example, we set the strategy to random to uniformly distribute the functions over the three
workers. The followup set to fail naturally captures the fact that it would be pointless to
run the private functions outside the private part of the system, since those workers would
not be able to reach the private database and the private functions would fail.

4 APP Extensions

The original version of APP, presented in the previous sections, inspired extensions that
introduced new language primitives. In this section, we discuss a couple of primitives
respectively found in an extended version of APP published in [19] and from ongoing work,
motivating them with concrete examples.

4.1 Targeting sets of workers
In cloud settings, the addition or removal of computing nodes is often done unbeknownst to
the applications running on them. As a consequence, if the function scheduling language
allows for referring to the computing nodes only individually, it may be impossible to define
scheduling policies that exploit dynamic scenarios where nodes can change at runtime. An
extension of APP to handle these more dynamic scenarios is to drop the 1-to-1 relation
imposed between labels and workers. Specifically, we can allow the same worker to have
multiple labels (e.g., a unique one to identify it and multiple, shared ones) and then add an
APP primitive to express when we intend that a label induces a collection of workers.

As an example, we change the scenario in Section 3.3.1 to have three families of workers
(instead of three workers): the Large, Small, and Large_with_Narrow_Bandwidth tiers.

In [19], we extended the APP language with the possibility to use expressions to match
various tags of workers. Here, we present a refinement of that idea, introducing the set
keyword to indicate that we intend worker labels as shared among a collection of workers,
which the scheduler can choose among. As an example, the following APP script adds the
set keyword before the workers’ label found in the script from Section 3.3.1 to indicate that
APP shall interpret it as the collection of workers associated with that label.

- queries :
- workers:

- set: Canada_worker_Large
invalidate:

max_concurrent_invocations: 8
- workers:

- set: Canada_worker_Small

Microservices 2020/2022
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invalidate:
max_concurrent_invocations: 2

- workers:
- set: Canada_worker_Large_Narrow_Bandwidth
invalidate:

max_concurrent_invocations: 8
followup: default

Thus, the set keyword allows users to capture dynamic scenarios where workers change
at runtime without requiring them to update the script when the underlying infrastructure
change. Moreover, the new keyword allows us to handle large amounts of workers in a cleaner
way, making scripts more easily writable and readable.

4.2 Function Anti-affinity
A second primitive, subject of ongoing work, is an anti-affinity option for the invalidate
condition. This option allows policies to invalidate a worker when it hosts one or more
functions that are deemed by the user anti-affine with the one under scheduling. Anti-affinity
is important, e.g., for security reasons since there could be functional requirements that
require avoiding running critical functions on a worker with other, unknown functions, which
could exploit possible limitations of the runtime isolation to surreptitiously gather information
from the former. Anti-affinity constraints may also play a role in the optimisation of the
application performance. For example, let us consider a refinement of the scenario presented
in Section 3.4 where the GPU_Workers have only 1 GPU each. In this context, it would be
ideal to avoid scheduling another GPU-intensive function on the same worker, as this could
impact the performance of both functions.

Adding an anti-affinity invalidate option allows us to capture this scenario with
minimal modifications from the script presented in Section 3.4.

- GPU:
- workers:

- set: GPU_Worker
invalidate:

anti-affinity: GPU
followup: fail

In the code above, the scheduler avoids placing GPU functions on a GPU_Worker if it hosts
already a function associated with the same tag. In the example, in particular, we declared
any function with tag GPU anti-affine with any other function with the same tag. This allows
the execution of at most one function with tag GPU in all the workers with tag GPU_Worker.

We highlight that the introduction of anti-affinity constraints may be problematic for
serverless applications of considerable size and introduce interesting research challenges.
Indeed, to sustain high-traffic situations, serverless platforms (like OpenWhisk) consider the
presence of multiple controllers, so that they can share the load of the inbound function
invocations and avoid creating architectural bottlenecks. However, having multiple controllers
can introduce scheduling races, so that multiple controllers asynchronously schedule functions
on the same worker (this effect is generally not a problem since, at worst, the worker would
non-deterministically reject allocations that exceed its capacity limits). In the context of
anti-affinity, this issue becomes more relevant. Indeed, to guarantee the respect of anti-affinity
constraints one might need to sensibly alter the serverless platform architecture. For example,
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one can use global locks – which might determine sensible performance degradation – or
require the partitioning of workers among the available controllers – which would thwart the
principle of resource sharing of cloud computing.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

We presented a tutorial on APP, an innovative approach to providing fine-grained control
over serverless function scheduling to users. The interested reader can retrieve an OpenWhisk
extension that supports APP-based scripts at [7].

To the best of our knowledge, APP is the first platform-agnostic configuration language
for serverless scheduling. As serverless computing is gaining wider adoption [11, 27], many
proposals tackled the problem of improving serverless function scheduling under different
application contexts (and locality principles). In particular, there are several works focused on
optimising serverless function scheduling focusing on improving the cold-start problem. These
include techniques focused on container re-utilization and function scheduling heuristics and
dedicated balancing algorithms [31, 27, 36, 35, 42, 1, 49, 3, 41]. Other research directions in
the field regard the programming of compositions of serverless functions and the application
of the Serverless paradigm to contexts such as Fog/Edge and IoT Computing. Examples of
the first direction are proposals of calculi to formally reason on serverless functions and their
implementations [22, 29] as well as proposals of the elements underpinning runtime support
for compositions-as-functions [12]. The second direction sees studies on the emergence of
real-time and data-intensive applications for edge computing and proposed a serverless
platform designed for it, as well as frameworks for supporting cloud-to-edge serverless
computing [14, 8, 25, 23].

Regarding APP’s evolution, we want to explore the advantages offered by APP from both
the language and implementation perspectives. On the latter, we plan to extend the number
of platforms that support APP, besides our initial prototype based on OpenWhisk. As a
prerequisite to support APP, we need nodes to be labelled. Looking at the architectures of
alternative open-source serverless platforms, like OpenFaaS and Knative, adding support
for one such prerequisite would follow the implementation we developed for OpenWhisk.
Although we do not have precise knowledge of the internals of closed-sourced alternatives, e.g.,
AWS Lambda and Azure Functions, they likely do not label nodes or expose this information
to the scheduler (since they do not support scheduling policies based on the identification of
single nodes or groups thereof). However, since FaaS platforms tend to all share the same
architecture, we deem it plausible to use our development on OpenWhisk as a guideline to
add support for node labelling also in closed-source platforms.

From the language perspective, we propose to extend APP, focusing on the exploration of
locality principles (e.g., code and session locality) and in providing users with constructs able
to support custom definitions of strategy and invalidate options directly in the source
APP configuration (also via shareable and importable modules). These extensions would
enable greater flexibility and customisation of scheduling policies. We are also interested
in studying heuristics that, based on the monitoring of existing serverless applications can
suggest optimising scheduling policies. We deem configurator optimisers [2, 5] a good starting
point for this activity, which can be extended to automatically generate policies based on
developer’s requirements. Finally, we propose to investigate the separation of concerns
between developers and providers, to minimise the information that providers have to share
to allow developers to schedule functions efficiently. This balancing would involve hiding the
complexity of providers’ dynamically changing infrastructure, while also allowing developers
to customise their scheduling policies to meet their needs.

Microservices 2020/2022
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